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the entire page. Shelton Hickory laminate floor with sound-reduction underlayment. Cost to
install laminate flooring varies greatly by region and even by zip code. Get free estimates from
flooring contractors in your city. Laminate flooring is a manufactured multi-layered synthetic
floor that is fused together using a lamination process, which simulates the look of wood,
stone, or tile with a photographic layer under a clear protective layer. There are many benefits to
installing laminate flooring due to its durability up to 30 years , cheaper price, and ability to
withstand exposure to debris and water. This cost does not include removal of old flooring,
re-installation of molding or baseboards, furniture removal, and delivery and installation fees.
This cost guide has been updated. Then, outdated content has been removed and a new section
about pros and cons of laminate flooring is now present. New information in the radiant floor
section has been added, too. Finally, new questions are now present in the FAQ section. The
cost guide has been remade adding more information and updating the costs. The sections
"Factors affecting the cost", "Types", "Thickness", "Textures and finishes", "Abrasion Class
rating AC rating ", "Brands", "Molding and trim", "Installation and labor", and "Flooring
removal" have been added and now there is more detailed information about the different
options, possibilities and price ranges for this project. For example, you can find information
about what the AC rating is what is the meaning depending on the number of the rating. You
can also find new tables with the types of laminate flooring, the most popular brands, and their
cost. Moreover, new options have been added as enhancements like adding new baseboards
and radiant floor heating, that may not be included in the average project but may interest you.
The "Additional considerations" section now offers information about how to save money and
hire the best professional, installation considerations, warranty, and DIY projects. A "FAQ"
section has been added, where you can find any other piece of information that may not be
found in other sections. The average cost of laminate flooring can vary greatly, depending on a
range of factors. For example, laminate floors fitted with underlayment and ones that do not
need waxing tend to be more expensive, so these factors should be taken into account when
using any laminate floor price calculator. Laminate Flooring Installation Cost Calculator Costs
to install laminate flooring vary greatly by region. Other aspects can increase the cost, however,
such as if the subfloor needs prepping or the project involves baseboards. Compare prices
from laminate flooring installers near you Compare Quotes. Buyers have plenty of options when
choosing and purchasing wood laminate flooring. There are many types and styles of wood to
choose from, including acacia, beech, hickory, oak, and walnut. Each wood has a different color
and grain pattern, offering a wide range of aesthetics. The better-looking and more desirable
woods, like elm and hickory, are more expensive. Laminate flooring comes with a range of
desirable features. For example, some laminate floorings are scratch-resistant, making them
longer-lasting and less likely to degrade over time. The size of the room has a big impact on the
overall project price. Larger rooms require more flooring, resulting in higher material costs.
Depending on the material and type of laminate, it may come with a built-in underlayment so
that you will not need to buy one. Underlayments are absolutely essential for laminate floor
installations. They act as a layer of support between the laminate and the subfloor, allowing the
laminate to float while also providing stability, support, and noise reduction. The labor for
installing laminate is not that difficult. A contractor will do the installation and charge either per
hour or per project. The adhesive strip is placed face down and the plastic end is facing up.
Next is the laying out of the laminate. The installer begins with the first row and cuts the strips
into the desired width and length, making sure to keep an expansion space in and places in
spacers. A contractor will begin the process starting in the left-hand corner of the room and
working their way to the other side. One would assume that the smaller the square footage, the
lower the price. For lamination installation however, this is not true. The smaller the area in

which the floor is being placed, the higher the cost will be per square foot. This is because a lot
of trimming will be involved and it is more time-consuming. Location is another factor taken into
account in the cost estimate you will receive. This is because it will require more materials to
work around the area, and more trimming and maintenance will be involved. Deeper colors of
laminate are often considered premium colors and can boost the cost, whereas the lighter, less
popular colors are often cheaper. Time of the year could affect installation costs for laminate
flooring. Fall is a very busy time for contractors and carpenters because many want their
renovations completed before the winter holidays. Late winter months, running into the new
year, tend to be the best time to find deals on installing laminate flooring because they are less
busy and customers do not have as much money to spend on renovations after the holidays.
Typically laminate is available from 8mm all the way to 12mm in thickness. The thicker the
laminate also means less noise resistant. Get free estimates from trusted laminate flooring
installation companies near me Get Free Estimates. Laminate comes in a variety of different
textures to give off a look of read hardwood flooring. Some of the most popular textures are
listed below:. Some laminate flooring comes with a smooth or satin finish. It is really soft and
smooth to the touch, without any deep grain textures. This is an overall style texture that is not
specific to the decor. This helps to give off the natural look of hardwood. It adds depth and
texture in the alignment of the floor. Brushed laminate flooring has a soft textured finish that
almost seems to have been brushed with a metal wire, providing a rustic and aged look. Oiled
laminate flooring is designed to look like hardwood that has been well-oiled and taken care of,
shimmering in the light. The laminate is pressed to resemble a real handscraped hardwood
floor. Laminate is also offered in different finishes. If you want it to look more dull or more
shiny, this can be accomplished with the right finish. Below are some of the most popular
laminate finishes:. A semi-matte finish, also known as a medium gloss finish, is halfway
between matte and high gloss. It provides a decent amount of shine and sheen, while also being
more subtle and discreet than the full gloss variants. This type of finish produces a matte effect,
which is commonly used for corporate printing for professional businesses. Matte laminate
floors give you an authentic, natural wood look, without the shimmer and sheen of glossier
styles. One of the advantages of matte laminate flooring is that it hides scratches more
effectively. These also will indicate whether the laminate flooring can be used in commercial or
residential areas. These ratings are based on a scale of 1 to 5. The higher the rating, the higher
the durability and cost. In general, laminate is seen as a cheaper alternative to a hardwood floor.
Laminate is cheaper and usually much easier to install as well. Laminate floors are available in a
wide range of styles but do not have the same durability as hardwood floors. Some people
simply prefer the look of authentic hardwoods. Another popular material to consider for your
floors is carpet. The cost of carpeting a sq. Carpet has the advantage of being cheaper and
holds warmth for longer, but it is harder to clean and may be seen as less modern and attractive
by some people. As with all types of flooring, there are pros and cons to laminate. On the plus
side, laminate is very affordable, cheaper than genuine hardwood floors. It is also widely
available, easily accessible, and comes in a wide range of different looks and finishes. However,
there are some downsides to laminate flooring. It is not as durable as hardwood, lasting about
10 years on average, and is more vulnerable to scratches and tears. It is also regarded as less
attractive than real hardwood due to its synthetic nature. Molding and trim can add the finishing
touches to your laminate flooring. There are different types of molding and trim at different
costs, they are:. It is a good idea to remove the old flooring before they arrive to install the new
flooring. Approximate cost of removing a sq. Hire a local pro to install your laminate flooring
Find Pros. If you already have baseboards present in the room where you are installing laminate
flooring you can do one of the two options: remove the baseboards and reuse or replace them
after flooring installation, or leave the baseboards in and install quarter round to cover up the
gap between them and the floor. When installing laminate flooring you can also look into
enhancing the floors using radiant heating. They are installed in places where warm floors are
sufficient such as bathrooms, kitchens, and mudrooms. The bulk of the installation cost for
radiant floor heating is labor. Start off by preparing the floor for installation; by removing any
debris. Lay the Pergo floor starting in the back left corner of the room, continue doing this in
rows. Continue laying until the floor is all finished. Installing a laminate floor can be very easy if
the directions are followed properly. Most DIY workers complete the whole floor in a day. To
install the tiles, remove the tongue from the first piece. That side will face the wall. Place the
tongue of the second plank into the groove of the first, starting an angle. When the tongue fits
into the groove, press down until it snaps into place. Continue this working in rows. Use an
online calculator to determine how much laminate prepackaged flooring you will need for your
project. There are some factors and extenuating circumstances that can make doing the math
more complicated than it may seem. You can also discuss this equation with your flooring
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Calculator The average cost of laminate flooring can vary greatly, depending on a range of
factors. Zip code. Want to receive more accurate estimates for your project? Placing sq.
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Compare prices from laminate flooring installers near you. Compare Quotes. Buying flooring
with pre-applied underlayment will save you money in labor, but it is more expensive. Find Pros.
Get free estimates from trusted laminate flooring installation companies near me. Get Free
Estimates. Laminate Floor Finish Laminate is also offered in different finishes. Below are some
of the most popular laminate finishes: Semi-matte Finish A semi-matte finish, also known as a
medium gloss finish, is halfway between matte and high gloss. Matte Finish This type of finish
produces a matte effect, which is commonly used for corporate printing for professional
businesses. Gloss Laminate Flooring This gives the laminate a glossy finish and can make it
look more eye-catching and stand out. This finish is used in many event and club locations.
High-gloss laminate is available in a range of colors, ranging from light to dark. Opt for a white
glossy laminate floor to make a room seem larger and airier. Darker glossy floors add character
and beauty to a room. Hire a local pro to install your laminate flooring. Additional
Considerations and Cost To keep refinishing costs down it's advisable to remove old carpeting
and other flooring that is covering your hardwood floors yourself before you hire a professional
to refinish your floors. You can use glue on laminate flooring. Glue can help strengthen the
installation of the floor and make it water-resistant. Hire a licensed and insured professional to
do the work to ensure it is completed properly. You want to be prepared in case a piece is
damaged or you end up needing extra. It is important to get at least 3 written estimates for the
work. To make the room look larger, install the planks parallel to the main view of the room. You
cannot stain or finish laminate floors. You will have a smaller resale value of a home with
laminate flooring compared to real wood flooring. Do not install laminate flooring in areas of the
home with high humidity, such as the bathrooms, laundry rooms, and sauna. Laminate floors
will contract and expand with fluctuating humidity and will expand and push against each other,
resulting in ridges and bulges in the floor. Laminate has a warranty of 30 years or more with the
proper treatment and little maintenance. Laminate installation is easy for homeowners to do
themselves. It should only take about half a day to a full day. You may require the use of a miter
saw. Maintaining a laminate floor is easy. They do not require any waxing and can be mopped
with a damp mop or swept. FAQ How do you install Pergo flooring? What tools do you need to
put down laminate flooring? Is it easy to install a laminate floor? How do you install snap
together laminate flooring? How much does it cost to put in a new floor? How much flooring will
I need? How much does it cost to install floors? How much does it cost to install square feet of
hardwood floors? How much does it cost to laminate the floor? Remodeling Terms Cheat Sheet
Definitions in laymen's terms, cost considerations, pictures and things you need to know. See
full cheat sheet. It is typically made of concrete reinforced with rebar, but can also be made of
masonry or brick. It is usually built under a heavier part of the house like a wall or column, to
distribute the weight of the house over a larger area. How much does it cost to install laminate
flooring in my city? Carpet Installation. Carpet Cleaning. Carpet Removal. Carpet Repair. Carpet
Stairs. Rug Cleaning. Subfloor Installation. Subfloor Replacement. Related comparison guides.
Cork vs Laminate Flooring. Laminate vs Hardwood Flooring. Marble vs Porcelain Tile Flooring.
OSB vs Plywood. Vinyl vs Laminate Flooring. The information provided by our cost guides
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shower should be this inviting. Smooth, seamless, built to last. Everyday luxury from Clarion
Bathware. Combine that with our patented E-Z Pin System and you'll be done in no time!
Standard on all 4-piece and available for most 2 or 3 piece units. From barrier-free to highly
functional molded seats Clarion has a wide selection of shower bases that allow you to design
your own custom shower room. For those who desire luxury and convenience, we proudly
present the Master Shower Collection from Clarion Bathware. A convenient, multi-purpose
solution for your garage or basement from American-made Clarion Bathware. Bathtubs The
right bathtub makes it easy to relax. Care-free, soothing, designed for comfort. Feel your stress
wash away in our comfortable one-piece molds, available in an array of sizes, shapes, colors
and options. A new level of everyday luxury from Clarion Bathware. Twice the depth of normal
tubs, they have a comfortable contoured seat, and a slip resistant floor. Therapeutic jetted tubs
are available. These barrier-free models come standard with slip-resistant floors and can be
customized with a wide range of accessories and options. When installed correctly, Clarion's
barrier free showers provide the user with a barrier free transition into the shower. Beautiful,
safe and barrier-free. All 2 or 3 piece units are available with our E-Z Pin System. Accessible,
attractive, and luxurious. These products are reinforced to meet the requirements of "Type B"
Dwelling Units. They are typically ordered without accessories but contain the structural
reinforcement for future installations styled after the current ADA standard. So pick the perfect
soap dish, and just the right lighting. Smooth, seamless, built to last showers. Everyday luxury
from your Clarion Bathware. Our vacuum formed, one-piece units are made-to-order for new
construction or remodeling needs. Quality and value for assisted living and personal care
facilities. All rights reserved. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have
JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. View as:. Log In.
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Laminate Flooring Laminate flooring comes in a variety of beautiful finishes and styles.
Laminate floors offer unmatched durability and are a much more affordable option than
hardwood. With fade, wear, stain, burn, scratch, and moisture resistance, laminate flooring will
uphold to even the busiest spaces! Laminate floors are
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an affordable alternative to hardwood floors. Although they look very similar, laminate flooring
actually does not contain solid wood within its construction. Laminate floors are made up of
many different materials. These materials are bonded together with high amounts of pressure. A
high density fiberboard covers this material, followed by a graphic of the wood design. A clear
coat of resin protects the flooring, making it durable and strong. Show 12 24 36 per page. Order
Free Sample. Shop by. How PayPal Works. Free Samples Order up to 5 Free Samples. All Rights
Reserved. Prices, specifications, and images are subject to change without notice. Not
responsible for typographical or illustrative errors. Specials, terms, conditions, and expiration
dates are subject to change without notice. Sign in Please enter your email below and we will
send you a new password. Send Password Back to Form Login. Submit Back to Form Login.
Sign in with Facebook Sign in Amazon Sign in. Other Social Login.

